README:

Creating an Account [Easy]
1. The user first has to move his/her mouse down to the purchase bar area
2. The user can then drag the account out into the main screen # The user will see a slider bar appearing, and the user need to select the amount of money they hope to put into the account via the slider bar. The user can cancel the transfer by selecting $0

Rearranging the Position of an Account [Medium]
1. The user has to hover the mouse over the top portion of the account box where the mouse would change into a directional arrow.
2. The user can then drag the account around just as if he/she is dragging around a window.
3. The account would be placed at the place where it is dropped off by the user.

Moving Money from One Account to Another [Hard]
1. The user first hover the mouse over the money.
2. The mouse would change into an open hand.
3. The user can grab the money and move it to another account
4. The slider bar would appear that ask the user the amount he/she wishes to transfer. The user can cancel the transfer by selecting $0